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 The player begins by sending robots to various planets to seek out minerals and fuel. Should the player be in a position to extract enough resources, they can build an extractor that rapidly converts raw resources into minerals and food (which can then be used to grow food). The extractor can build more extractors, which can build more extractors, etc. Should the player not be able to extract enough
resources in time, they will not be able to construct extractors to help them and will ultimately have to face the consequences. Once the extractors are built, the player will begin researching technologies that will help them extract resources more efficiently. Some technologies will increase the number of extractors that can be built in a turn, while others will make it easier to extract resources from a

planet, and yet others will allow the player to build more than one extractor per planet. The player also has access to technologies to exploit "resource mines" on planets and to convert minerals into more extractors and food. While resource mines can be triggered randomly, certain conditions may force the player to rush to build them to extract resources before the other civilizations. If a resource mine
is triggered, the player must choose how many extractors to use to extract the resources and can only build one extractor per resource at a time. Once the extractors are built, they are a fixed number of turns until they run out of fuel, at which point the player will be unable to build more extractors. Development The game was developed by Firaxis Games, which brought the Civilization franchise back
after many years of hiatus, following their 2004 release of Civilization III. The game was announced on June 19, 2014, and released on March 9, 2015 for Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. It is also supported on the Xbox One by the Microsoft XBLA store. CivBeyond Earth was officially announced at the Electronic Entertainment Expo in Los Angeles in June 2014. It was made available

for download on Steam on March 9, 2015 and on the Microsoft Windows Store on March 15, 2015. Gameplay The game is very similar to the previous installment in the series, Civilization: Beyond Earth, but it contains significant changes and new content such as a new playing style, unit types, campaign modes, and much more. Main Game In the main game, the player constructs cities, recruits
heroes, and builds an empire by competing against other civilizations for influence, territory, and f3e1b3768c
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